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Abstract—“Social debt” in software engineering informally refers to unforeseen project cost connected to a “suboptimal” development community. The causes of suboptimal development communities can be many, ranging from global distance to organisational barriers to wrong or uninformed socio-technical decisions (i.e., decisions that influence both social and technical aspects of software development). Much like technical debt, social debt impacts heavily on software development success. We argue that, to ensure quality software engineering, practitioners should be provided with mechanisms to detect and manage the social debt connected to their development communities. This paper defines and elaborates on social debt, pointing out relevant research paths. We illustrate social debt by comparison with technical debt and discuss common real-life scenarios that exhibit “sub-optimal” development communities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software engineering success is increasingly dependent on the well-being of developers’ communities [1]. In previous work [2], [3] we found many decisions influencing community well-being. For example, changing the structure of the development community (e.g., through outsourcing), changing the development process (e.g., by adopting agile methods), leveraging on global collaboration (e.g., by striking a balance between formal and informal communication across global sites) are all socio-technical decisions, i.e., social and technical at the same time, that influence the state and welfare of developing communities and their members [4]. The social connotation of these decisions, changes the way people interact with others in the development community (e.g., collaboration between closed- and open-source is subject to formal filtering protocols) [2]. The technical connotation of these decisions, changes the way in which development tasks are worked out (e.g., in agile methods a “pull” task-allocation is used, as opposed to classic “push”). Wrong or uninformed socio-technical decisions cause additional cost on software projects and the development community around them. This cost is not immediately visible and its resolution is often postponed. Also, being connected to people, the cost increases as more projects are worked out by the same, “faulty” community.

This extra cost is conceptually similar to technical debt [5]. However it is not necessarily related to code and it is “social” in nature, i.e., connected to people and their development organisation. Paraphrasing Cunningham [6] who first introduced technical debt, social debt can be thought as: “not quite right development community - which we postpone making right”.

While technical debt has received increased attention over the years, this other form of debt, namely “social debt” has remained latent and relatively unexplored. For instance, software engineering practitioners still lack a way to formalise socio-technical decisions and measure the debt (if any) connected to these decisions.

This paper discusses social debt pivoting around a provocative research question: “what is social debt?” First, we analyse scenarios from practice that can teach us what social debt is and what it is not. Second, we illustrate characteristics and challenges of social debt comparing with technical debt [5].

From the comparison with technical debt, we learned that social debt is, at first glance, erratic and unpredictable. A community could present an “ideal” structure and incur social debt later. Conversely, by discussing scenarios from practice we learned that a (precise) definition for social debt is far from being a simple matter of visualising a development community and studying its properties.

II. WHAT IS SOCIAL DEBT?

From sociological literature, quoting from Muir [7] “social debt of a society represents the set of strained social relationships that emerges as a consequence of debtor-creditor circumstances”. In software engineering the same concept can be used, for example, to represent the lack of trust within a community [8] or the degree to which it is immature or unable to tackle a certain development problem. First, using four scenarios we observed in practice, we discuss possible characteristics of communities that suggest the presence of social debt. Finally, following the analogy with technical debt, we explore challenges connected to the study of social debt.

A. Is your community in debt?

In the following, we consider four simple scenarios we observed in software engineering industrial practice, to exemplify social debt. To instrument our discussion on the notion of social debt, we studied the concepts emerging from technical debt (see Fig. 1) and mapped our scenarios on the four quadrants, defining the symmetric concepts for social debt (see Fig. 2). Scenario 1 was tailored from [9]. Scenario 3 can be observed online, accessing the Apache Foundation community. Finally, we observed Scenario 2 and 4 while working with two of our industrial partners (their name is confidential).

Scenario 1 - A company uses communication filtering guidelines (e.g., knowledge-passing checklists to protect certain knowledge assets) to protect industrial secrets in the
communication with outsourced partners. In this case the use of protection guidelines is an explicit socio-technical decision that produces a positive effect (protecting industrial secrets). The effect is a feature of the development community, something that is explicitly deployed and whose costs become a calculated risk. We do not observe any social debt in this case. The community features guidelines to protect industrial secrets. This effect is expected and its impact is constant, it doesn’t introduce a cost which increases over time, rather saves money connected to loss of industrial secrets.

Scenario 2 - A company adopts Enterprise Social Networking (ESN) technologies to invest on IT-supported collaborative work. Using ESNs is a socio-technical decision, since it changes how people perceive their peers and changes the way tasks are allocated and carried-out. However, these socio-technical effects are both positive (increase awareness and reachability of people) and invisible (they are emergent properties of the social community of developers). These effects can be made evident by making explicit the architecture of the development community, i.e., the set of quantities (e.g., number of members, frequency of communication) and qualities (e.g., informality vs. formality, or situatedness vs. dispersion) that describe a community’s structure and properties. The positive effect does not generate (or feed into) a social debt, rather it potentially increases the revenue stream from the developers’ community behaviour by reducing collaboration and knowledge-retrieval times [10].

Scenario 3 - A company develops using three sites in collaboration with an open-source community. The informal, erratic frequency of open-source contributions is not consequent to any socio-technical decision. Rather the effect is an emergent feature of open-source communities. However, in collaboration with closed-source communities, this feature of open-source communities produces negative effects (e.g., unpredictable releases) within the mixed open-closed-source community in our scenario. These consequences are visible to all within the development community. The negative effects however, are accepted and mediated through ad-hoc, explicit integration guidelines, e.g., [11]. The effect (originally a feature of pure open-source) becomes a defect when open- and closed-source are mixed. The explicit nature of the community defect does not create a social debt, on the contrary, the effect is visible and recognised and its negative side is mediated and worked upon through specific agreements. The development community adapts to the explicit presence of the defect using ad-hoc guidelines.

Scenario 4 - Finally, consider a scenario in which a company aims at renovating a legacy product where the original development knowledge and expertise went lost (e.g., people retired or architecture is eroded [12]). This is common practice in software engineering, where teams are dismantled “automatically” when the project is finished, often without explicit hand-overs or quality documentation. In this case, the socio-technical decision to renovate without the original community and its knowledge exposes an invisible and negative effect: a social debt. People, expertise and knowledge previously developing and sustaining the product are lost. The current community developing on the product is sub-optimal, and needs unplanned investment to equalise the debt (e.g., by reverse-engineering lost knowledge). The additional cost remains invisible until the company kicks off the modernisation project. Moreover, the cost increases linearly with the increased need for lost knowledge, i.e., as more parts of the system need to be modernised. A direct consequence of social debt is that company is likely to spend far more than planned.

B. How is your social debt different than your technical debt?

Technical debt studies ways to maintain the balance between rapid deployment and long-term value [5], [13]. Fig. 1 sketches the notion of technical debt. Works proposed under the technical debt banner provide practitioners with methods and metrics for its evaluation and tracking [14], [15].

Table I contains an initial mapping between social debt and concepts/characteristics related to technical debt from [5], [6], [13]–[15]. Column 1 explores technical debt characteristics; Column 2 summarises technical debt challenges; Column 3 matches technical debt with related concepts we can observe for social debt while Column 4 summarises our observations and challenges on social debt. This exercise reveals that challenges for social debt on Table I can be clustered in three research areas: (a) measuring and predicting social debt; (b) visualising and analysing development community status; (c) establishing and mitigating the impact of social debt. All three areas can inherit much from technical debt both in methods and tools. Each of the areas presents many intriguing research questions, for example: (a) how can the development community be measured to find its social debt, if any?; (b) What aspects of a development community need to be made explicit to determine its performance?; and, (c) How can social debt be measured to calculate risks of evolvability and quality?

We recognise, however, that before exploring other research questions our main research question deserves a well defined and clear-cut answer: What is social debt?

\footnote{available online: http://www.fileden.com/files/2012/3/7/3275239/socdebt.pdf}
III. OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Following our previous discussion on the notion of social debt (see Section II), we made three key observations.

First, a definition for social debt is far from being a clear-cut financial figure connected to the configuration of development people. For example, the first and second scenario both show a visible effect that organisations produce or accept to proceed with development. However, communities are unpredictable and erratic, and there might be no simple way to establish and track the “stability” or “welfare” of this configuration. By using the framework in Fig. 2 we have intuitively categorised the decisions from said scenarios as a community feature and bug respectively but we have no way of knowing if the produced effect is indeed positive/negative and if it stays positive/negative. Consequently we can observe that social debt is much more dynamic and unpredictable than technical debt. Further discussion and study is needed to establish the boundaries of this dynamicity.

Second, while technical debt is residing within the system codebase and related artefacts, social debt seems more pervasive and intertwined with technical debt. For example, in scenario 4, a socio-technical decision (e.g., using additional people as consultants to help with product renewal) can generate both technical (e.g., missing or “hunch” based architectural reasoning from the consultants) and social debt (e.g., incremental uncooperativeness of development community with “technical experts” added to the game). Therefore, besides incurring technical debt, any socio-technical decision can produce within the community any or all the effects from Fig. 2. Consequently, we argue that the relation between technical and social debt deserves further study.

Third, mechanisms in technical debt endeavour to produce financial figures (i.e., value) to represent the debt. These financial figures are usually produced measuring code and other software artefacts. When reproducing Fig. 2 from Fig. 1, we deliberately used the word “effect” rather than “value” because we need more research to understand what and how to measure or quantify the effects we exemplified in Section II. Additional investigation should focus on the causal relations behind the social effects we exemplified, before the word “value” can be used.

IV. PREVIOUS AND RELATED WORK

Nagappan et al. [16] show in practice the influence of organisational structure and other “human” aspects on software quality. This and similar works (e.g., [17] or [18]) bring evidence that motivates our study of social communities in organisations and the debt (if any) connected to them. This family of studies contributes to social debt by providing evidence of its existence and impact. In addition these studies provide valuable data to identify the orders of magnitude that regulated social debt.

Subsequently, studies on socio-technical congruence [19] can support the study of social debt. Socio-technical congruence is the degree to which technical and social dependencies match, when coordination is needed. Authors in [19] present socio-technical congruence in formal terms and empirically investigate its impact on product quality. Similar works (e.g., [20]), can be used as starting points to evaluate metrics for social debt. Perhaps socio-technical congruence leads the way in this path, representing a first rudimental metric for social debt in certain development communities. An evolution of the socio-technical stream leads to works such as [21] in which the authors discuss awareness maintenance mechanisms. These mechanisms are intuitively close to the notion of social debt, since their role is to track and maintain project knowledge with the aim of limiting delays and connected “debt”. The study of industrial practice can start by applying in practice mechanisms such as those discussed in [21], analysing/comparing the community layout of different industrial cases.

Other works such as [22], use social-network analysis to investigate coordination among groups of developers with socio-technical dependencies. These works can inspire the usage of social-network analysis tools and approaches to elaborate on social debt, studying the very foundations of communities, i.e., their social-network representation.

In addition, works in organizational decision-making (e.g., offshoring) can provide sample arenas in which social debt emerges. Understanding if the current organizational layout of a company is performant (or even compatible) with certain decision is vital to measure social debt for decisions [23].

Finally, many works similar to [23] (e.g., [24], [25] and [26], [27]) investigate the influence of organizational decisions on collaborations and product quality aspects, both in open- and closed-source ecosystems. These works can avail to study the impact of social debt in different scenarios, in terms of end-product quality and evolvability. Finally, works such as [28] provide ways to approach the measurement of social debt on many abstraction levels common in distributed IT risk management. These resources can steer and support the study around the notion of social debt.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper discusses the notion of social debt from multiple perspectives. We operated two analyses to avail our discussion of the notion: first, we investigated example scenarios from
practice that uncover some possible characteristics of social debt; second, we compared our understanding of social debt to technical debt, identifying possible research challenges.

We found that mapping social debt to technical debt leaves many interesting research questions open. These questions might lead to deepen software engineers’ understanding of the many dimensions behind social debt in software engineering communities and how it can lead to failure. However, we learned that much work is still needed to properly define and study social debt in software engineering or its unforeseeable variations, e.g., over performing communities, working well also in presence of debt. In addition, we also learned that social debt is very dynamic in nature. This dynamic nature must be (semi-)formally defined and visualised before it can be studied and/or measured. Finally, we learned that “pinpointing” and isolating social debt is very difficult, given its interconnection with software people and artefacts.

The main contributions of this paper are twofold: first, we investigate scenarios from practice that lead to social debt “characteristics”; second we provide challenges within the study of social debt, by comparing it with technical debt.

In the future we plan to formalise social debt by observing real-life industrial software life-cycles. Moreover, we plan to devise mechanisms to visualise and study the social community structure, by putting together properties and observable characteristics from our previous work [2]–[4].
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